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CHAPTER I
INTROOOCTI CII
It is generally recognised that irrespecti'V'e ot size, locatiou

or tac111 ties, our schools should assmie their proportionate reaponsibili t, tor setting up pnn-entive measures related to discipline probl•s

that affect their teaching personnel, pupil personnel, and society in
general.

There aema no escaping the tact that when the conditions ot
lif• increase in complexity, the need tor adequate dism.pline programs

increases propo:rtioD&Lcy. It is

m light

of such an assmaption that

interest in the problem of discipline has arisen.

Statement of the Probl•
The purpose ot this stu,ctr bas been to secure intormation that
may be used as justifiable answers to the following questions:

(1) lbat aignifioent factors contribute to the success ot

classroom diacxipline?
(2) lhat are the preferred types ot school diaoipline?
(3) lbat are the prevailing influences that have attected
teacher, parent, and pupil att1 tudes toward discipline?
(4) lbat are the relationships of present concepts of school
discipline?

2

Importance of the study
The extent to which azry societ)r

CSD

carr,y on its work

etticdentq is measured by its organization and its planned activi-

ties. No institution or society- can i'mction effectivel.7 without

IIODle 1'ol"lll of discipl.1nary guidance and control.
Someone has said that lite itself is discipline, and the

degree of success is measured by the abillt)r of an individual to
adjust or discipline hinsalf properq to arq situation.

It may be assumed that there is considerable agreement upon
the importance of discipline 1n the schools of todq.

Opportmu-

tiea tor participation in the control of discipline ofter pupils
man:, posaibillties tor assuming the duties ta the school society

that the regular eurriclll.m

~

not otter.

The fmcts.ons of control give the opportmn ty tor practice
of the things tor which the schools exist; that ot living and doing
the things tbat a good citizen will do 1n adult life.

Such responsi-

bilities as participation in the sahool aoaiet:, can give ideal.a,
attitudes, and skills of living bamoniously with one• s neighbors
that ma:, not be found in other phases of school lite.
The success of a program in arr,- school depends upon the type

ot ooatrol eDrted over the pupils. The type

or

school program

itself is to a great extent determined by the philosopbf of discipline
or school control held by the school authorities and teachers.

3
To the oe.reer of the teacher, according to Garinger,

1

who

quotes Calvin, discipline is Tery important.
• 0

•

•

Common obael'V'&.tion indicates that failure during
teaching are largely

the first three :,ears of high school.
due to diac:1.pllnary trouble.•

He sundaes that 111 a good school, properJT organized and controlled,

aarked disorder ia rare.
Method of the st-w;tr

In maJdng this study, the historical method of procedure and
the nom&ti"t'e 8UrV'97 method have been selected.

Int'omation was

gathered in part through the instrumental.it:, of the questionnaire.
The wr1 ter belines that only from the standpoint of historical

developments and w1 th due regards toward prevailing conditions, ma,
the diaeipline problem be rightly Vined.

Present oonoeptiona ot

school discipline have their origins somewhere in the past and to
comprehend these conceptions 1n a justifiable manner, one should
diacoTer their origins and the causes thereof.

Scope of the Stwv

The legro public schools of Limestone County, Texas, consisting of one urban high school, one rtU'8l. high school, two rural
jmior high schools, and two rural elementary schools, constituted

l Elmer H. Garinger, ~
Di scipllpe, P• 2.

,Mrn1 D1 Rtrati99 at m.&l1 School

4
the area of investigation.
The study bas been confined to the securing of data from an
\mlimi ted number of sources.
sttch as

lfany'

older books and publications

Bagler• • Ql s,m,om pnageme;gt ,mg Schoql W.sci,pline

have

been consulted because of their status of reoognized leadership in
the study ot school discipline.

Recent books and periodicals haTe

been used tor their invaluable aids in the development of this
study.

In addition, the analysis ot the probl

s of teachers and

teaching and the opinions and conceptions ot discipline ot the
teachers, parents, and pupils have been relied on greatly in this

•tud.1·
Definition of Term Used

Disciplin1.

1faller2 asserts tbat" •.•discipline is

often used as a value term to denote 80Dlething regarded as COD•
structive•
According to llorehouse3 discipline is:
"In its widest application to cover the field of all training activities whose end is not the immediate result attained,
but that ot strengthening some ability, perhaps quite different
from the special phase of ability exercised • • • and indicates
any and all aeasurea ror the better conduot ot the school w1th
reference to the order and behavior of pupils.•

2 Willard Waller,

§pgiologv ~ :teaching, P• 197.

3 Frances II. llorehouae, .ll!I Disciplint al.~ School, p. 92.
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In the instance of this study and definition, we would like
tor the reader to accept discipline as defined by llonroe.4

"The training that results in power, skill, or efticieney
in any direction. It is sometimes used in a sense broad
enough to cover the whole educative process, so tar as that
takes the form of systematic training.•
Previous Studies
Recognition auet be given to the previous studies tor superb
"Yalue ot materials as related to such phases of school discipline
as what constitutes discipline problems, causes of discipline
problems, and changing theories and practices.
Available records reveal that the following studies have been
made on some phases

ot the discipline problem:

Andersons gives an analysis of teacher attitudes toward disci-

pline and recommendations tor developing favorable attitudes among

the teacher personnel.
A study made by Johnson6 reveal.a some of the pb;rsical. detects

ot pupils that u;y be basic causes of discipline problems. Thi
study includes what is actual.ly' being done about problems ot discipline and the trend of thought among teachers on the subject.

4 Paul Monroe, Editor,
P• 726.

5 Core Belle Anderson,
garding Discipllnar,y Problems
Houston, Texas," (Unpublished
College, Prairie View, 1943),

A Qxclopedia RI.

Edµqatiop. Vol. II,

"The Current Atti tu.de ot Teachers Rein the Negro El.ement&.17 Schools

ot

Master• s Thesis, Prairie View A & 14
p. 1.

6 Davis Preston Johnson, "Current .lspecte ot Disciplln&l"1
Problems in Negro High Schools of Texas,• (Unpublished llaster' a
Thesis, Prairie View A & 14 College, Prairie View, 1949), P. 2.

Jonee7 relates the principle causes ot discipline problems

and some prevent.ive methods of discipline control.
Sturg1a8 traces the historical. development of school discipline and gives the related discipline theories

ot each period.

In Tiew of the findings of previous studies, it is intended
that tbie study will aerYe to reveal the trends and educative value

ot present conceptions of school discipline. It must be borne in
mind that there should be a knowledge ot all conceptions concerned
as basic and tmdamental toward the solution of all discipline
problems.

Therefore the writer fet,ls that ...if there are to be con-

tributions from this st~, they 11111 not be in conflict with
previous ones; but rather to give a fundamental and basic mderatanding of the findinge of the preTious studies.
Records reTeal that no stud7 on ezry phase of school discipline
has been made in or near the Limestone County, Texas area.

Therefore

it is intended that the findings of this study as related to the prevailing concepts of school discipline will be helpful to the teacher,
parent, and pt1pil groups in their eftorts toward establishing and

aaintaining effective school discipline.

7 Henry V. Jones, "The Causes of Discipline Problems and their
Treataent 1n the Freel Douglass High School ot Jacksonville, TeDs,•
(Unpublished laster• a Thesis, Preirie~View Agricultural and llecbanioal College, Prairie View, 19~), p. l.

8 Walter B. Sturgis, "Changing Theories and Practice Relative
to School Discipline," {Unpublished llaster 1 s Thesis, Indiana University, Bloomington, 1935), p. 3.

CHAPI'ER II
BlstOBICAL DEVELOPMENT OF SCHOOL DISCIPLINE
Ancient Nation

llethods and conceptions of behavior control, like law, religion, and aocial customs, had their origins in the old world.
To understand the sigrd.ticance of thee conceptions and to 1...
terpret them intelllgant:t.:,, one must have some knowledge of their
orig.1.ns.

It is generally known that 1.nsti tutions of 118.J11d.nd arose
from a condition of need.

Likewise, the various factors or leD1.ents

that contributed toward the development ot institutions, C4Dl8 as

the result ta felt need.
As ciTilization advanced, the gap between adult llf'e and

child lite widened, because the body of lmowledge and patte

s ot

conduct be08llle greater in quantity and more complex in quality.

As

a result ot this variation, organization of so e eort became neceesar., and conscious methods of educating and pupil control came into
being.

History reveals that the transition took place al.owly and

oTer a long per1 d ot years because primitive man, aboTe all who

have t llowed, was most averse to change. Monroe points eut, "Bia
education is mere adjustment to enTironment. Bence as his environment is non-changing, his education is non-progresaiTe•. 1

l Paul llonroe,

! Iextbook JD .i11I Big,:f;gn; ~ Educaticm,,

P• 1.

8
Let us see what methods of discipline present themsel't'es 1n
the earl.7 schools of the Hindus and the Jews.

Aaong the aoat ancient

ot schools were those held by the Hindus for the benefit only ot the
boy's.

As a aeana of control, the use of physical force was enmpll-

tied in the constant use of the rod.

Often, too, other means, origi-

nal with the teacher, were used.

It was in these ancient sohools that the religious el•ent as
a1'teoting discipline waa first noticed.
With the Israelites, the early education waa essentially'

dcmest1c; in tact, historians were unable to find azq trace ot formal
schools tor y-omg children throughout the greater part of the Biblical
In the tamil.7., harsh discipline was preftl.ent.

period.

The tollo.,_

ing quotations from the Book of Pro't'erbs illustrate the early Jewish
attitude:

"Be that spareth the rod, hateth his son, but he that
lO't'eth him chastenetb him betimea•. 2 'Withhold not correction from
the child, tor it thou beatest him w1 th the rod, he shall not die.

Thou shalt beat him with the rod, and. shalt deliver his soul from

hell.•

3

•Chasten thy son while there is hope, and let not thy soul

spare tor his er.ring."

2

Pl'O't'erbs,

4

XIII, 24.

3 ~ . m11, 13-14.

4 iw,

nx, 1s.

9
By ff¥

ot swmaary ot educational history,

the early schools

ot the Hindus were aelected as typical.. In these schools, discipline was strongly WlU81oed by the oriental religious doctriDe;
the teacher being regarded w1 th religious significance and respect.
The Hebrew conception likewise was dOllinated largely by the re-

ligious element; the change from 99Teri ty to leaieney occurring
w1 th the coming of Chriat.

The discipline in both the Athenian and Spartan
Greece was severe, especial~ that ot Sparta.

ot

It was at this point

that a two-fold division of control was first ebserved;
tormi ty and intellectual trtdning.

school ■

■oral

con-

Moral confol"llity was obtained

by Sffere a thods; corporal punishment being frequently used.

Milder methods were used in the intellectual training of the child.
As

pbasia in education gradtJ&l.ly shifted trom the morel treining

to th intellectual,

■ethods

ot discipline beoaae

■ore

lenient.

In Rome, the authoritarian conception ot control bad 1 ta
origin in the absolute power of the father oTer his children, which

power was transferred to the teacher during the time that he was in
charge.
It mq- therefore be concluded that control of children aaong
the anci

t nations was cbare.cterized in general by severe aethods

of' discipline and the frequent use of the rod.

Religious and aoral

attitudes were important 1Dfiuences as affecting the prevailing
customs.

10
European Background

The education of the middle ages was especially characterized
by the dominating influences of the Christian church.

During this

period the prevailing conception of education was disciplinary.

14onroe5 aqai
"It is true that the f,mction of schooling was to deTelop
this pecullar intellectual power of logical chare.cter that
would give one the ability to state, to interpret, to define,
to argue ooneerning abstract conceptions; and that in respect
to i ta outCOlle, howeTer deep or intense its intluenoe might
be, it was peculiarly narrow.•

Education was predominantly the work of the church.
6
cussing the education of the middle ages, Cubberley ~s:

In die-

"It was not by schools of learning, but b., faith and ceremonial. that the church educated and guided her children into
the type that she approved. Schools for other than monks and
oleraaen tor a tille were not needed, and such practically
died out. The church and its offices took the place of edu~
tion and e:mrci•d a wholesome and restraining influence oTer
both young and old throughout the long period of the middle
ages.•

Methods of control raaained essentiall.:, extemaJ. and authori-

tarian in all schools.

These methods were justified or accounted

for in the COllllon belief that the devil was in the child and that
flogging would dri Te hill out.

5 Monroe, 2Q. ~., P• 328.
6 E. P. Cubberley, %QI

Histoty ~ Fducatigp,

P• 121.

11
Kemp sqs that often a school-master ns •introduced to his
office by presenting him with a ferule and a rod, and by requiring
him to flog a boy publicly, to prove, no doubt, that he was equal

to the high demuda ot bis office.•

7

In the thirteenth centur,y a change in the educational aystem
q

be noted.

The control of the schools passed from the church-

ment to the doctors; the emphasis chsnged from the religious and
theological to the philosophical and logical. 8 Methods ot control
continued to be harsh and eometimes even cruel.
ruption of human nature was prevel.ent.

Belief in the cor-

Children were subjected to

positive and absolute author! ty.
In :referring to the schools ot the fifteenth centuey, COtApa:,re9

"The rod is in fashion in the fifteenth as it was in the
fourteenth century. 'There is no other difference•, s&7s
a historian, •except that the rods in the fitteenth century
are twice as long as those in the f'ourteenth."

Another statement1O reads:
11 1 Day

and night' said an abbot to S8.1nt Anselm, 1 we do not
cease to chastise the children confided to our care, and they
grow worse and worse.• Anselm replied, 1 indeed! you do not
cease to chastise them, and when they are grown up what will
they become? Idiotic and stupid. A fine education that which
make e brute of men I •

7 E. L. Kemp, Ji1, a;tpry

.2! Education. P • 121.

8 Monroe, ~. .m.;t., p. 3Z'l.

9 G. Compa,re, %1ut U:Ja;tgrz ~ Pe4Amex, p. 76.
10 lli.g., p. 72.

12
It is to be noted w::1.th reference to the prevailing discipline

ot the 111.ddle ages that it was in harmony with the life and spirit ot
the times.

Ina111uch as human nature was thought to be corrupt, the

individual as such was crushed.

and intellectual freedom.

llen were not concemed with liberty

It mq be concluded that the custom of

the middle ages recognized, both in belief and in practice, a stem
discipline, authori tari.en in character as carried over from the

earlier periods.
The Renaissance brought sweeping changes 1n the educational

practices that bad characterized the period of the middle ages.
11
Sturgis sars:
"During the early period ot this movement, the formaliism of'
the middle ages came to an end and men were endowed with a new

spirit or intellectual adventure. Individualism flourished
tor the time being and greater freedom in thought and action

were allowed.•
In the study- of the nature of this changed conception, this
question presents itself.

In what way did this chenged conception

atf'eet the methods of pupil control used during the period-Z

The

ideas of Eraaius, greatest of all the hmenists and most famous
among all the leaders of the new learning, are representative ot

the attecta on methods of pupil control.

Era.mus condemns the

seTere and harsh discipline of his time.

From his condemnation we

are made aware of the type of discipline that prevailed.

11 Walter B. Sturgis, •Changing Theories and Practices
Relative to School Discipline," (unpublished Master• s thesis, Indiana
University, 1935), pp. 25-26.

13
Erasmus does more than condemn the barbarous methods of control; he
comands "aore attractive methods.

A study of the child is advised

and personal care and direction of his studies insisted upon." 12
The latter ia recognised as one of the first direct ref'erences to
child study- as a basi a of behavior control.

Educational history revee.l.s that in spite of the extreme oppoa1 tion b;r some few, the general methods of control used throughout

the period of the Renaissance were by no means "mild" in the present

sen e of the word.
The Reto:mation •s not to be dl.stinguished from the Rene.ie-

sance, •save in its spirit and in its outcome. 11 13 During this
period slight changes in methods of control may be noted.

Jlartin

Luther bitterly oppos d the cruelty of many schoolmasters of the
Ref'ormation.

He believed that it was the purpose of the schools

•to make good citizens as well as religious men." 14 To accomplish
this purpose, firmness was necessary-, but not undue severity".
Colonial.
How did the conditions in Europe affect the education of the
early American colonies?

Colonization in America began at the time

that the agitations ot the Retomation period in Europe were still
at their height.

Most of the colonists were Protestants who had

12 Monroe, QQ. ~ . , p. 382.
l3 l.J21g., p. 401.

14 F. P. Graves,

A Student's

Higtor;,v

a! Education.

p. 127.

14
come to Aaerioa for the apea:S.fio purpose of creating institutions
according to their om ideals.

The religious oonoeption of educa--

tion • • the prevailing attitude and church domination of the schools

was an accepted doctrine., both in theory and practice.
The historical attitude toward control has been pred011inantl..7
determined br prevailing religious doctrines and moral conceptions.
For an example., the Greek nation possessed a two-told division of control whereby intellectual learning was fostered by methods mild and
sympathetic., and the moral training of the child was characterized
by a proce•s, HVere and sometimes even cruel.

This dual aspect and

method of oontrol existed for years and was even the cauae ot a con-

tused status of theory and practice during the early period of
American education.

This transition is logical because the prilli tive

educational. institutions in t.he Aaerioan colonies were largely the
off springs of the Protestant Refomat1on in Europe.

Virginia, the

first permanent English colon;y, was not founded until the year

1607,

and by thie date all European nations who later set up colonies had

tel t the effects of the Reformation movement.

In each ool01l1', there was transferred from some European
nation, especially F.nglend, France, and Holland, their social custcas,
relig1ous beliefs, and conceptions of education peculiar to the particular colony that was being settJ.ed.

'11th the Dutch colonial groups

came the schoolmasters, trained in Holland.

In the Virginia colony,

there was transplanted a selective education which was a direct
inheritance from the English system.

Greater influences of the

15
Reformation may be observed in the Carolinas, settled largely by'

French Huguenots; in New Jersq, settJ.ed by' Scotch and Scotch-Irieh
Presbyterians; in Delaware, where the Swedish Lutherans had settled;

and in New England, settJ.ed by the Puritans who mostly influenced

the later development of education 1n America.

Cubberley summarizes

the situation in the :following quotation: 1 5
"J\.s a result of these settlements there was laid, during the
early colonial period of American history, the foundation ot
those types of atti tildes toward education which subsequently so
11.aterially shaped the educational development of the different
Amerioan states during the early part of our national history."
Children were 1 oked upon in the early Allerioan home and

school as not capable of taking care of themselves; hence, in order

to be saved, they must be made to obey.

Prompt and unquestioned

obedience to all oolllll8Dds and orders was forced by varied, and many-

times, cruel punishment.
Langfitt, Cy-r, and Newsom16 gives an insight into the conceptions of the objectives of the early American school's disoipllJl&ry

proceduresi

"School di acipllne of the early Aller! can school consisted
of control exercised by the teacher over the pupil; it was
the opposite of self-control or self'-disoipline. The methods
ot control used were often direct and harsh. SUlnission, blind
obedience, and respect for authority were looked upon as ends
in thellselves. The entorcement of discipline was peraonal;
pupils were e2Peoted to behave in certain ways because the
1 teacher said
Off enaes were offenses against the teacher.

so.•

l 5 E. P. Cubberley, The Hi story of F.ducation, p. 357 •
16
Tht

R. Emerson Langfitt, Frank w. Cyr, and N. William Newsom,
~ 12m, P. 156.

Small U1ill school

16
Emphasis was individualistic. Failure to do what the teacher
asked was an indication of indi1"idual non-conformity'. There
was 11 ttle study of causes of trouble; the teacher waited for
trouble to happen bet ore doing anything about 1 t. J. teacher• s
discipline was good if she could maintain order and quiet.•

The early American conceptions of discipline or school control were very sincere.
Puritans .

These conceptions were the ideas of the

The conceptions were the products of harsh and cruel lite

of that period.

These early conceptions of control, supplanted by

the religious teachings of the time, formed the early American con5!eptions of school discipline and the functions of the school currioullUll.

CHAPTER III

CHANGING TREND OF ATTITUDES TOWARD SCHOOL DISCIPLINE
Previous chapters have revealed the existence of a conception

and attitude to•rd discipline that was dominated b;y religion.

It

is therefore logical. that after such a long period of our educational.
history being dominated by the same concept of discipline, one would

be curious to know the basic reasons wb;y attempts were ever aade tor
modification.

What were the influences?

Controlling Influences
The history of American education indicates that educational

practices of the earlier. part of the 18th century were similar to
those of the colonial period.

The conceptions of education still

remained essentially religious.

The traditional theoey of authori-

tarian and exter.nal control, predominated. With reference to a
type of ini'lwmoe, the history of our educational developments in-

dicate that during the latter part of the 18th century, attempts
were made

to modify the existing practices of school discipline and

child control.

These attempts for modification

~

out of a rising

tide of insubordination, and of the inet'fectiveness of the prevailing
disciplinary procedures.

These were strange evidences of a aooial

change affecting childhood.1

l Edward P. Cubberley,

lb! History~ Edugatiog, P• 357.

l8
Bftginning w1 th the contribution• of Horace Mann, frontier
leaders in the field ot education began to &dYooate new doctrines
relative to control.

These doctrines wen gradually ace pted ••

sound by- the prof esl9ion, but pre.otice follow d the older tre.di tiona.
Practices tending toward leniency and less authoritarian aetbods
did gradually NTeal the selves.
The early conceptions had regarded the teacher as haTing an

absolute authori t1 which was to be aaintained by virtue of the .tact
that he was superior to the pupil and that he could d

nstrate

thia auperiority by- means ot pl\rdcal. force.

enta were

Other el

now suggested as aiding the teacher 1n maintaining control.
these inTolved a changed relationship between teacher

One ot

and pupil.

Orcutt2 Jlak a the following statements
•Love is the controlling el ent in dieo1pl1ne of the school.
That aster will be t establish and uintain authority who baa
gaiD.ed the affection and confiden
ot hia pupils. Be b a aoquired a peraonaJ. influence over th , baa gained their respect
and good will, and can now depend
on th •olmtar1.ly to obe1
his laws.•
'l'he teachings

ot Pestalozzi were in harmony with the chan ed

attitude toward the relationship of teacher and pupil.

Hie teach-

ing• are generally referred to as being largely respon

ble tor the

changed attitude.

Th

trend of th1ok:1ng was that the teacher should

love the child iJl order that obedience might be all the
secured.

ore readily

Thie atti tu.de, as a working conception, developed a tl1 tem
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of tact or the utilization of strategy as the most desirable substi tute for physical force.

3
Sturg:1.s ~s:

The end, contor.mity to the will of the teacher, remained
the same; the motive and means were changed, and a conside~
tion for the child and obild nature, hitherto not commonly
know, was manifested.•
A further consideration for the child was reTealed in the
recom11endations to secure group approval as a method of uintaining
author:!. t1 more securely.

4 says:

Orcutt

"There is no more powerftll. agency for good than an enlightenFortunate is that teacher who
has learned how to employ it, to sustain his authority and control his 11 ttle kingdom."
ed and exoi ted public opinion.

Securing group approvaJ. through more democratic methods of

control was closely related to the newer conception that a legi timate function ot discipline was to train for ci tizenahip and thus
develop self-governing powers in the child.
It was coDlllonly- believed during the colonial period and
during the centur, following that one of the most necessary requirements of child training was to "break the will".

Having once ao-

complished this, the teacher or parent would then have an easy time
in securing read;r and immediate obedience on the part of the child.
The changing conception regarded the will of the child as a sacred
gift to be fostered and trained rather than repressed and sometimes

even cruahed.

3 Walter B. sturgis, "Changing Theories and Practices Relative
to School Discipline,• (Unpublished 118.ster•s thesis, Indiana University, 1935), p. 78.

4 Orcutt, Q2. ill.&, p.

so.

Iaoreased emphasis upon the preventive element in control
became charaoteri tic of a change in the methods of discipline.

As long as it was commonly believed that the faculty ot oonscienoe
was not present in the child during bis early ;rears, it was useless to attempt preventive measures in control.

idea gradually

r&n

However, as this

its courae, end as the attitme toward the will

and moral nature ot the child began to change, it was real.ind that
many of the mil!ldemeanors and their corresponding punishments could

be avoided through the use of prellminar.y preoautions. One educator stated the theory as a common max1•.

"It is al.~• better

to prevent the occurrence of an oftense than to correct 1 t. •

s

Another aspect ot control came as a result ot the educating
power of the teacher• s character.

School sl2W3fl. as

An article carried in the

6 oalla attention

cited qy Sturgl.s

Jndipa

to the laws

through which character was supposed to eduoate. The first of these
was "Like begets like;• the aecond, "le grow like what we contem-

plate;• and the third,

■The

teacher• s character be0011es a pattern or

mold."
Control through new methods of instruction and the addition
of new subjects to the curriculum represented one aspect of the
preventiTe element in discipline that made 1 ts appearance during the
latter hal.t of the Dineteenth century.

5 Sturgis, .21;l • .m.ti., P• 85.
6 l.llig., p. 88.
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In tact, the changing teaohe~upil relationship and the

integration ot aethods of instruction and control presented themaelTes as forces 1a the educative process.
ore and more that through the medium

ot

It came to be realised

class inatwction the

teacher might find an opportmdty for control, at least from the

pnventive aspect.
■eant

Improvement in methods ot instruction, therefore,

improTe11ent in discipline and emphasis acoordingl:f •s sh:i.tted

to this phase of control. This characteristic procedure was preTalent during the 1880' s and is indicated by the following atate7

aent.

•Indeed, good teaching is one important aethod ot goTerning. The whole process of teaebing to think and teaching to
recite, of working up mind, of encouraging industry, and ot
fixing and holding the attention of cl.asses, has in view, as

o e grand object, a qstemat1c, orderly, and well-regalated
school, as means to an end.•
Religious authoritariani~ had been dominant from ancient
tiae as the major tbeo17 of control upon which disciplinary practices
were based.

It was true in anaLent Israel, in' Europe during the

middle ages, Renaissance, and Reformation, and in America throughout

the colonial period.
Fin&J.ly' the authoritarian control was regarded as neither
commendable aor auff icient to serve as the basic factor in eohool

discipline. After 7ears of strict adherence in both theory and

practice, results visible in the development ot character and in the
118.intaining of a proper order had failed to appear.

7 Orcutt,~.

W•, P• 109 ••

As a result,
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• ~ eeriou9-lllinded educators began to question the doctrine of

obedience on the part ot the child w1 thout resort to some aethod
whereby self-control and self-assertion might be fostered.

Pure

authoritarianism was proving inadequate.
The following statement indicates the continued trend to

pronde a new basis ot controls 8
" e need to keep constantly before our minds that the
aim of d11cipllne is not to secure order al.one - - not
to compel obedience or attention - - for this may be
done through those external. means which the strong use
in their intercourse with the weak, but to produce what
is aptly characterized as a I self-governing being' - one whose mo1'61 co sciousness has not been blmted by
the display ot needless authority, or by appeal to mistaken ■otivea 1n the decision for right conduct.•

llyera states that, 9
be

"In the thinking of some, cbildren were not only to
granted more freedom from blind obedience to their

teachers becauae of the very nature of the relationship,
but that they al.so were to be granted more pl\ysioal
freedom, and greater llbertf 1n the movement of their
bedies. Emphasis was to be placed upon the work of the

school as an intereating and inspiring enterprise, where
those who were in attendance would be so engrossed in
their intellectual. efforts that discipline would be a
relatively inaigniticant probl•••
The trend ot thought gave emphasis to the positiYe and con-

atructive rather than upon the negative approach; to the praise
tor work well done, rather than upon censure tor non-conformity.
This change would

■ean

a gradual shitting from extemal. to intemal

control with reference to discipline.

At

8 • Stephen G. Rich, "ls School Discipline Useful?•,
Educational, llethosJ,. 4: 296, March, 192;.

9 Ge.rr.f C. Jl.yers,
93: 236, April, 19.35.

"Do

you Spank Your Children1",

JoWQ!l

Fora.
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More and more it came to be regarded that the best teachers

seldom resorted to ph;yaical methods of control.

It was said that

•as a rule, those who still believe in corporal pmisbment as a
method of discipline are the msympathetic, the ultra-conservative,
and the

weak teachers.• lO

In t :rraer tillea, as pNYious chapters have already indicated,
the ability of the teacher to edm:Jni ster a so\md thrashing was regarded as his supreme requisite.

It as not thought of or con-

cei1rable that hie character had any- intluence, either direct r
indirect, upon the child.

The inefteot:l.veness ot the ph;yaical. or

exteraal aethoda of control gave rise

discipline.

to a JIOYe for a aore h ane

•Goveming power• came to be regarded as the teacher's

prime qualification.

The teacher was no longer

to radiate author1 t,;

his intluence was to be tel t in the force of his peraonali ty- and the
attractiveness of his disposition.
the following: 11

The attitude is illustrated in

" • • • discipline is the very essence ot the teacher• s
individuality and should be allowed to foll w the outline ot
one's peculiar powers; it should f ,u mish an outlet ot expression tor the teacher1 s spirit.•

Henry II. Bland, teacher in the Sen Jose Jlomal School, wrote,

"The modern teacher reduces the opportunity for disorder in her
school to a minimUlll b,- giving her school interesting and substantial
12
employment.•
He further states, "Disciplin should come about as

10 Sturgis, 2g. ,aU., p. 95.
ll Rich, .QR • .QU., P• 295.
12 sturgis, QR.

al•,

p. 99.
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a aatural. result

or

the qstematio busy life ot the school.

It ia

therefore to be used as a means ot forwarding the work of the school
13
and not as an end 1D iteelt."
This statement represents an

advance in the conception of the preventive element in comparison
with the previous attitude.

Before, children were to be kept busy

tor the speci1'ic purpose of keeping them out of mischief'.

Bow, they

are to have oonstructive employment as an inherent phase ot the

school's work; and as a method of discipline, it was to be considered as of secondary 1Dlportance.

In the earlier schools it was noted that the purpose ot

punishment was tor the retorm of the individual.

This notion not

only oontinued to exist, but developed into a broader oonception ot
school discipline.

The reform was to be for llf e; school discipline

was to be such that it would make its influence felt throughout the

lives of all those who bad been affected in 1 ta application.

It

was to become a process of moral training.

Out of this broader conception came the movement tor moral or

character education, as a result of which discipline came to be regarded as a aeans

ot establishing right ha.bi ts.

The external. and arbi tr&17 authority which t r hundreds

years, had been the be.sic element in control now began to give
to an internal. authori-cy.

The change is well eJq>ressed in the

or
1f81
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tollewing quotation from Felix Amold: 14

"In the last analysis discipline is concerned with right
and wrong considered as motives or sanctions for the acts
of an individual.. It may be considered as the process of
so transtorlling the pupil that he can find the moral guide
and ea.nction tor his adtions within himself, that in his
relations with others, the center of authority is not only
within biJlsel.f, but coincides w1 th or exceeds the social
sanctions.•

B.r 1910 it was believed that "!he best discipline is that
which produces the natural development of the ideel. within the

nature of the child." 15 The attitude is further expressed as

tollowss

"Freedom, responsibility for both teacher and pupil,

are necessaey tor the development of the ideal within the nature
of the child, and are the chiet elements in our broader ideas ot
school life and discipline.•

16

Around the close of the 18th century there arose several
influences that bad a decided effect upon the uthods ot control

ot schools. There arose a liberal opinion concerning the di&cipline ot pupils.

This movement was a result ot the progress

of the tiaea and new ideals in education.

Discipline was

ow

14 Felix Arnold, Sghool !D4 Y1!U M@pagempnt. pp. 67-'l.
l5 Gertrude Edmund, "Discipline - - A Problem of the

Grades,",

Forum,

9.31 230, April, 19.35.

16 ~
TMA
- , p. 2.31.

. Ban'_e L1bra:-y

r1ew A. & M. Collei
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being consideNd in en entirely' new light.

It •s being considered

to some degree as being worthwhile, something constructive in aim,

certainl.1 1111eh broader then the conceptions of the preceeding
generations.17

and

One theory of the period appeared to center upon the question of fNedoa, consideration of child nature, and internal. control.

Another theory- consisted of repression, developing the habit of
obedience and the corresponding external control. It • s then a
question of bow much freedom and how much repression.

Educators

and the public alike took sides on the question and thereby divided

thaaelves into liberals and consel"V'atives groups.

The llberale

favored the newr aovements which, in general, granted more freedom
to the child; the conservatives either directly opposed or were
lukewam in relation to the newer developments and, 1n general.,

favored a greater aaount of repression and a corresponding stricter
discipline.

The dtuation just described is fairly descriptiTe

ot

our present status.
Emphasis being placed upon training for citizenship as re-

garded as being closely related to character training.

It was said

that, "In preparing tor citizenship, then we are really forming
character, which is esaential.l.y culture.• 18

l7 Fraacis 11. Morehouse, ..at

18

Bertrand Russell,

Discipline It~ §chooJ..

Educatigp ..IQQ Jial Modem World,

P• 14.

P• 225.

The liberal opinion concerning the teaching of and training
in c1 tizenship regarded the schools as laboratories where conditions
might be set up similar to those that existed in actual lite.

In

this way the movement tor pupil-participation in school govemment
bad its origin.

It was bailed by

many educators as the cure

tor

all e:xisting evils and as the one method that would accomplish everything which could be hoped for.

Raturally, it was based on a high

degree ot transfer value.
Closely related to citizenship training and pupil participation in school govemment we.a the increased emphasis upon the use
of "public opinion" or "social pressure•.

In regard to this factor,

the following quotation is of interest:
•Children love to retain the good opinion of their comrades,
and the tew rebellious ones will be mightily influenced by the
public sentiment ot the school. Thus the school itself is
enlisted in the cause of good order.• 19

Some believed that by the proper guidance of public sentiment,
responsibility fer the discipline of the school might be shifted
from the teachers to the pupils.

To some extent, the use of •sooia:l. pressure" was considered
another device for maintaining good order so that the intellectual
activ1 ty' ot the school might proceed more efficiently.
With reference to ear:cy developments of high school disc:1.pline, it was learned that the high school pupils could be appealed

l9 I,. Seeley, l liu Sghgol Mepa.ggpentr P• 72.

to from their more highly developed sense of reason.

To a great

extent the pqchology ot adolescenoe was recognized by educators
as a basic study relative to control in the high school.

.Arnall

20

states that "psychology of the adolescent opens up a field of
knowledge which the seoondary
teacher must fashion in order to
' .

discipline his school properly".

It is with reference to the work of John Dewey that one may
conceive of a major contribution relative to a theory of control.
In Dewey's lhg
of conception.

School

s,d

Socie;tY, there is found a reoonatruation

According to Dewe,y, such terms as •discipline" and

•order• were 11ean1ngless in themselves.

With reference to this

field of thought, Sturgis2l. elaborates as follows:
•It the school was of the traditional. studying and reciting
t.,pe, discipline would mean silence and the older conception
t •order•. If, however, the school aimed a.t "social coopers,..
tion" and "collllunity life", the discipline likewise would be
transt l'lled in accordance with the aim. In this type of school
the aotirlties of children would predominate, and from these
activities would emanate the "confusion of bustle• that would
naturally :reault when "things are in the process of construotion. •

The works of Dewe,22 further point out that the only real
discipline ia that which one acquires through the experience of
living, and that the school as traditionally organized prevents

20

Felix Arnold,

School !!l!J Class

J4anagement, P• 210.

21 Sturgia, 21} • .at,., p. 114.
22 John Dewey,

lllil SchQgl !WI Sooie:tt~ P• 14.

the pupil trom haVing this eJll)erience - - "the mother of all discipline worth the name."
Corporal Puni sbment

Perhaps the aost characteristic change of all times was that
1n reference to corporal punishment.

Sturgis conveys the idea that

here again, theor,y was far in advence of practice, although it is

evident that there was a decided decline in the frequency that had

tomerq characterized the uae of the rod. Another reason, however,
contributed in a forceful manner to the general abolition of corporal. punishment as a aajor method of inflicting punishment.

Thia

was the increasing public opposition to undue severity-, and is
clearly revealed in the changing rules and regulations of the time

or period.

~

cities, towns, and co

mities totally forbade the

use of unrestricted corporal. punishment and others proceeded to
prescribe the conditions of its use.
In most instances, expulsion, turning the insubordinate oTer
to the properly constituted authorities, and parental cooperation
were to be used as substitutes for corporal punishment.
By wq of summar,, concerning changing atti ttldes toward disci-

pline, there seems to be no form of mass transition from one stage

of thought to another.

New ideas in practice or consequent change

in discipline practices were slow.

CHAP'.rER IV

PRESmT DISCIPLINARY COBCEPTS
Basic to further consideration of d1sciplina17 concepts,

it is important that we arrive at some point of agreement on
the functions of claseroam discipllne.

.An understanding of

discipline functions should serve as an adequate criterla tor

eur presellt and future consideration of school disciplin • The
writer belie-Yea that _the functions of clas8l'Oom discipline, as

outlined by Biek,1 are very impressive and should nrYe as ade-

quate eva1uative oriteria for teacher, pupil and parent conceptions. '1'he functions are enumerated briefly as follows1

(1) To create and maintain conditions 1n the clasarooa
eeeentia1 to the effective progress ot the activities neceaSU7 to the atWnment of the objectives
tor which the class is working.
( 2) To create favorable attitudes toward the importance
and necessity of baTing conditions essential to

effective wo:rk, and to create a desire to help
establish and m.ailltain good working conditions te
further the accomplishment ot the objectives tor
which classes are working.

(3) To create favorable attitudes toward the 1mportaace
and value ot self-control and cooperation as pereonal
assets not only as members of the school aocie"ty, but
as Jlelllbera of society in meeting and fulfilling the
reaponsibillties of everyda;y life; and to create an
appreciation ot the fact that as a member of society ·
every- individual has a responsibilit7 for the welfare
ot the society 1n which he lives, school aa well as
later life.
1 Thomas 11. Risk,

Prip;iplos
SecopdaJ7 Schools, P• 704.

s

Practices 2' tenb1ug ia

(4)

To create favorable attitmes toward authority where
authorit,' ia necessary for the welfare ot the indiTidaal and aociety; and to create taTorable attitudes
toward the ideel. that the interest ot the individual
and aocie't7 should be considered in the light ot the
welfare ot all and should be promulgated in a ~
considerate of the welfare ot all.

These functions aa outlined are traJ.y ideal goal.a; how-

eTer, if they are accepted as the function ot discipline, good
discipline nat be described in tema ot the ffidences ot the
attainm.ent of these functions.
Teacher and Adm1n1 stratiTe Concepts
The procedures ot this at1ldy involved the distributio

ot

individual que1tionnaires to a group consisting of 36 classrooa
teachers, 6 principal.a, and 1 superintendent of the public schools

ot Limestone County, Texas.
The questions were directed to the teachers and adm1 n1 at~

tors (1) tor the finding ot those factors that relate tbeaselTes

to identifying teacher attitudes and conceptions ot discipline,
and ( 2) to discover basic reasons for their attitudes and concepts.
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Table I shows that

94.4 per cent of the classroom teachers

classified discipline as a minor school problem.

Such a classi•

f'ication may indicate that the teachers are more concerned with
teaching methods that are

to be considered indirect controls of'

school discipline problems.

Only

5.6 per cent of' the teachers

considered discipline as a major school problem.

TABIE I
STATUS OF DISCIPLINE IN HOJIEROOll

STATUS

NlJMBE

PER CUiT

34

94.4

A major problem

2

5.6

No answers ( invalid)

0

o.o

36

100.0

A probl m of min.or nature

TOT.AL
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Factors contributing to the success of classroom discipline
are to be considered ina1:111uch as there are al11&1s possibilities
f r original contributions to teaching methods and techniques.

In Table II, 9 factors oontributing to the success of classroom discipline are listed end given numerical ren.k ot illportence
as having contributed to the success of the teacher's discipline

program.

It is interesting to note that the factor, •triendl.y,

cooperative pupil-teacher relationship", was ranked number one in
importance by 33.3 per cent of the respondents.

This may be re-

garded as a direct contrast to the concept of the traditional. type
of teacher who believed that their duty was to rule 1fi th absolute

authority.
In reference to other contributing factors, corporal p,miehment was given the lowest rank by 77.6 per cent.
Stern compliances with traditional practices, as a factor,
received the 8th place rank by 66.5 per cent.
These responses give evidence of a changed conception of
school discipline.

I

'

TABLE II

FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO THE SUCCF.SS OF CLASSROOM DISCIPLINE IN RANK ORDER OF IMPORI'ANCE
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Table III gives the types ot teacher attitudes toward

school discipline.

Indications are given from this table that

attitudes of teachers mq not be as drastic as they were during
earlier periods of our educational history.

The table shows

that 72.2 per cent ot the teachers felt that discipline programs

should be flexible in order to be in agreement with the aodern
scho~l program.

Other attitudes were in contrast to flexible

controls and only received a combined total support of

Z1 .8

per

cent.
TABLE III

ATTITUDES TOWARD SCHOOL DISCIPLINE

ATTITUDE
School discipline programs are
a
The appNach to discipline control ebould be flexible in order
to be in agreement with the
odem
oo

NUMBER

l

PER ClliT

2.8

Order, peace and quietness should
prevail as objectives of disci-

TOTAL

36

100.0

Inasmuch aa there are a number of attitudes, it ia interesting to notice the intluence on the formulation ot such attitudes.
Table IV indicates that

41.6

per cent of the teacher

personnel considered one's being responsible tor his own diecipline program as being the most important inf'luence on their attitudes.

It ahould be ot1ced that the so called traditional. disci-

pline programs were conaidered the most important 1.Dfluenoe by
only' S.6 per cent of the respondents.

tor being responaible for one 1 s
approved teaching methods

miq

01111

In the inS'tanee of a desire

discipline program, certain

be used that involve full recogni-

tion of individual differences and improved teacher-pupil relationship.

TABLE IV

DIFLUDJCES ON THE FORIIULATION OF ATTITUDES
TOWARD SCHOOL DISCIPLINE

PER

MO~ IMPORTM INFLUENCE

cm

1

Attitude of administration

TOTAL

100.0
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Conceptions of teacher personnel as to the role or purpoee

of discipline b&Te varied to a considerable extent.

For an ex-

ample, some of our earlier schools were characterized with the
conception that the role or purpose ot school discipline was to
find out. what the pupils were doing or like to do and forbid them.
from doing it.

Table V shows that 44.4 per cent of the respondents favored methods of prevention and remedy.

Methods of preventing be-

he:rlor probl•s were faTored by .30.6 per oent.

Methods of remeq

tor bebaTi.or problems received 25 per cent support.

There is a

possibility that the alight margin of differences in beliete ex-

pressed, may be accounted for by virtue of the reason of differences in the effectiveness of school discipline programs.

If

8D

otfenee does not occur, naturel.ly there ia no need tor remedial

easures.
TABLE V

BELIEF CONCERNING PROPER ROLE OF DISCIPLINE
IN RF.SPONDPJrrS 1 SCHOOL SYSTEMS

NO.

%

lletbods of preventing behavior problems

11

.30.6

llethoda of raedy tor behavior problems

9

25.0

16

44.4

No answers

0

o.o

TOTAL

36

100.0

BELIEF EXPRESSED

Methods of pnl'vention e.nd remedy

The belief, that basic to all learning is an understanding, is fundamental. to the effectiveness of our discipline

programs.

We difter 1n a number of instances beoause of no

common understanding.
The writer believes that our discipline programs are
criticized in a number of instances because ot the lack of an
understanding of what is meant by school discipline.
Table VI, on detini tions of school discipline as f orm.ulated by respondents, 94.4 per cent considered "to train and

educate" as discipline.

No one considered discipline as a pro-

cess of "making children mind." To punish and chastise was con-

sidered by only 2.8 per cent.

This should indicate that corporal

punishment and various external methods of pupil control are now

regarded as ineffective by teacher personnel.

TABLE VI
DEFINITIONS OF SCHOOL DISCIPLINE
AS FOIWULATED BI RESPONDENTS

DEFINITION

NUMBER

PERCENT

Making children mind

0

o.o

To punish and chastise

l

2.8

.34

94.4

To train and educate
To promote the student
to ways ot higher morel
standards and the impor-

tanae of discipline

l

2.s

Ho anners

0

o.o

TOTAL

36

100.0
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Factors influencing administrative personnel's concept of
school discipline J118iY differ :f'ran those related bf classroom teacher••
In a number of instances the admi ni strator of a school is total.ly
charged with success or failure of a school's discipline program.
Table VII, dealing with influences an the formulation of
atti tu.des and concepts of school dise:lpllne, indicates that 57 .1 per
cent of the administrators considered teacher• s concepts and attitudes
toward discipline as the most important influence on their attitudes
and concepts.

The writer asS\llles that it is logicel. for the admini-

stra:tor to be concemed w1 th the teacher• s concepts and atti tud.es.

Ha

is justified in his consideration because of a well known principle
of teacher personnel acta1nistration; that the administrator ay be
more concemed with the interest and welfare of his teacher personnel
as shown by only 42.9 per cent favoring administrative responeibility.

The influences as given by the administrator

~

indice.te the desire

tor less dictatorial practices of adrnini stering the affairs of the

school.

TABLE VII
INFLUENCES ON THE FORMULATION OF ATTITUDES AND CONCEPTS OF
SCHOOL DISCIPLINE AS GIVEN BY ADMINISTRATIIE RESPCIIDENTS

IJIFLUENCE

NO.

~

Etteotiveness ot traditional practices

0

o.o

Administrative responsibility for

3

42.9

Pa.rental attitudes toward school discipline

0

o.o

concepts and attitudes toward
school discipline

4

57.l

Pupil attitudes toward discipline

0

o.o

No u.swers

0

o.o

TOTAL

7

100.0

discipline program

Teacher• s

~
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The word fiexibility ia often referred to in the in tance
of an effective school program. 1li bear a lot ot flexible our-

riculums and flexible standards of achievement,.
Table VIII, on attitudes tow.rd school discipline, show

that 85. 7 per cent of the edmin1 atrators responding, ta-vored a
flexible approach to di soipllne control in order to be in agre
ent with concepts of pupil lea.ming and ourricul.\Dll oontenta.
One respondent, or the eqw.vaJ.ent of 14.3 per cent, indi

ted t

t

school discipline programs are too lax.
No response was given on discipline programs being too

rigid.
In u attempt

to compare

and evaluate respon

■,

retere ce

must be made to Table IV that indicated 22.2 per oent ot the class-roo

teacher• s att1 tudes toward discipline were influenced by the

attitude c,f the administrator. Therefore, the trends ot teacher
and administratiTe attitudes are by a large
flexible approach to discipline control.

jori.ty tor the
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TABLE VIII
ATTITUDES TOWARD SCHOOL DISOIPLIBB PR."""".-...;;i
AS GIVEN BI JDMIBISTRATIVE RKSPOND

AffiTUDE

BUIIBER

p

C

School disoipline programs are
too lax

l

14.3

trol should be flexible in order
to be in agreement with the od rn
concept.a ot pupil learning and ourrioul
oontenta.

6

85.7

School d11cipline programs are too
rigid

0

o.o

Ho

0

o.o

7

100.0

The approach to discipline con-

swers
1'0'l'AL

There may be instances when persons serving in school
administrative capacities are labeled or charged nth carrying
out dictator.I.al practices.
atrator

In sane instances, the word adm:1n1-

y even be considered

syDOJl311.0US

111 th tbe word dictator.

There are instances, however, when such an asatnption is broken
down.

This ia indicated by Table IX, showing factors moat in-

fluential toard the snccess of discipline programs.

The table

shows that 71.4 per cent of the adm1o1atrative respondents con-

sidered a well-rounded school program as the moat influmtial
factor.

Nert in order, 28.6 per cent selected excellent class-

room management as the most influential.

No response was given

on the factor of stem compliance with tradi tionaJ. praotioes.
This may indicate on the part of the sdm1nistrator, a realization of the ineffectiveness of dictatorial. practices.

TABLE IX

FACTORS IIOST INFLUffiTIAL TOWARD THE SUCCESS OF DISCIPLINE
PROGRAMS AS GIVDI BY ADmNISTRATIVE RESPONDDTS

FACTOR
Excellent classroom Dl8D&gemant

BUllBER
2

PER CENT

28.6
'

Stern aompliance with traditional.
practices of establiabing fear
aaoag students

0

o.o

A well-romded school program

5

71.4

Ho annera

0

o.o

7

100.00

TOTAL
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The administrative concept ot the atatu1 of the acbool

discipline prograa is in agreement with the alas8l'Oom teacher
concept.
Table I, on the status of school disc1pline programs,
indicates that 71.4 per oent of the administrators considered
discipline to be a minor problem. RoweTer, in contrast, 28.6

per cent cl.ass1tied discipline as a oanstant school problem
wo~ ot all the time that could be given for its solution.

TABLE X

STATUS OF SCHOOL DISCIPLINE PROGRAMS AS
GI'Vm BY ADMINISTRATIVE RESPONDENTS

STATUS

NUIIBm

PER CERT

A problem ot Iii.nor nature

5

71.4

A constant school problem wortl:17
ot all the time that can be given
tor 1ts solution

2

28.6

0

o.o

7

100.0

.
No answers (invalid)

TOTAL
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The effectiveness of a school's discipline program may be

determined by a type of control or an approach that's advocated
by the adm~nistratoro

Table

n

consists of what mq be ret'erred to as types of

d1:acipline control.

In tbi:, table it is interesting to note that

· 57.l per cent ot the respondents were favorable to control through
group responsibility.

A remainder of 28.6 per cent were ta,rorable

to an appea:t to personal interests.
lute autbori v as desirable.
TABLE

Ho respondent indicated abso-

n

TYPES OF DISCIPLINE IN SCHOOL s.Ym'EJIS AS
GIVEN BY ADllINISTRATIVE RESPONDENTS

NUMBER

TYPE

PER CDiT

Absolute authori tq

0

o.o

Appeal to personal' interests
',

2

28.6

Control through group responsibility

4

57.l

l

14.:3

7

100.0

No

.

annere
TOTAL
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Parental Concepts
The procedure of •curing parental. concepts consisted of the
distribution ot questionnaires to 100 parents representing different families of all the school districts of Limestone County, Texas.

The questions were directed to the parents (1) for the finding of those factors that relate themselves to identifying parent
attitudes and conceptions of discipline, and (2) to diecover basic

reasons for their attitudes and concepts.
Table lII gives the types of parent attitudes that may be
applicable to most school discipline programs.

The table indicates that 52 per cent of the parents felt that
the school discipline program was flexible to meet the needs and
interests of all groups.

In contrast, 35 per cent tel t that the

school discipline program is too lenient. An additional 13 per cent
tel t that the school discipline programs are too rigid.

These

figures represent a greater vare.tion than those concemed with the
teacher and administrative attitudes.

This variation

~

be an

indictment against the public relations programs of the schools.
It may- indicate the i11portance of a common conception of discipline
on the part of parents, teachers, and pupils.
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TABLE llI
ATTITUDES TOWARD SCHOOL DISCIPLINE AS GIVEN BY PARENT RF.SPONDENTS

NUMBER

PER CWT

School discipline programs
too lenient

35

35

School discipline programs
too rigid

13

13

School discipline program
flexible to meet the needs
and interests of all group1

52

52

0

0

100

100

ATTITUDE

No answers
TOTAL

Previous tables have indicated that there are a number ot
attitudes and the possible influences on the formulation of such
attitudes.
Table 1111 giTes the most important influences on the
formulatio

program.

ot attitudes of parents toward the school' a discipline
Parent respondents favored •the oonduot and atti tu.de of

children at home aa a result of the effects of school discipline•
as the aoet 1.aportant intluence, by 48 per cent.

'!he conduct of

children in and about school" was oonsidered by' ';e per cent of the
parente aa the moat 1.llportant influence on their attitudes.

Teacher attitudes toward discipline, the effectiveness ot
the traditional. or early type of discipline and the large number

ot "problem children• received minor support of less than 10 per
cent.
The responses clearly indicate that the aajor:l. ty of the

parents are depending on the effectiveness of the aohool• s discipline program.

Thia ia especiall.y true in the instance of a parent

observing the beha"ri.or pattern of bis child as reflected by the
effects of school discipline upon himo
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TABLE lIII
INFLUENCES ON THE FORIDLATIOll OF ATTITUDES TOWARD SCHOOL I S
DISCIPLINE PROGRAl4 AS GIV'm BI PARmT RF.SPCIIDfflTS

IIOST IMPORTANT INFLtrmCE

NUl!BER

PER OmT

29

29

48

48

children n or juvenile delinquenrq cases

8

8

Teacher attitudes toward diedpline

6

6

9

9

0

0

100

100

The conducrli of children in and
about the school
The conduct and attitude of
children at ho e as a result

of the effects ot school
discipline

The large number of "problem

The effeotivenese ot the traditional or early type of school
discipline

Bo answers
TOTAL
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Recent tendencies toward a better school-comnunit,- relationship and the teaching methods that u.ke adequate use of re-

source visitors, have contributed to a better understanding b;y
the p&Nnt ot all the school activities.

to such a statement, Table

nv

For added significance

should be obsened and the results

compared w1 th those of the teacher respondents. The table indicates that 59 per cent of the parents defined school discipline
as to "train and educate"•

This percent compares favorably w1 th

a 94.4 percent support given by a classroom teacher group and.
indicated by- a prertoua table.
"llald.ng the children mind" received a
11To

punish and chastise" received only
TABLE

.36

per cent support.

5 per cent support.

nv

DIFDITIONS OF smooL DISCIPLINE AS
POBJIDLlDD Bl' PARENT RESPOND!21TS

DEFINITION
llaking the children mind

To punish and chastise
To train and educate
No answers

TOTAL

NOJIBER

PF.R Cl!ffl'

36

36

5

;

59

59

0

0

100

100

Pupil Concepts
In many ways the school is attempting to adapt i tselt' to the
pupil who is to be served.

But in others, no such interest in the

individual pupil is shown.

In the treatment of disciplinary prob-

lems, tor e~le, the school still thinks in adm~n, strative terms
rather than those of child welfare and socialization.
In the caae ot this study, the pupil is considered an important part of the school' a discipline program.

Therefore, it is im-

portan t to know the pupil concepts ot di so:ipline.

In order to

achieve such an objecti:ve, questionnaires ware distributed within
two high schools to groups of 45 and 50 pupils.

i'he findings are

revealed tn a series of tables to f 011011.
A number of discipline problems sapposedly created by the

pupil ay be the reault of misinterpretation ot the meaning of
discipline by the pupil.

Therefore, in this study of pupil concepts,

there is need tor a workable definition of discipline as a guide or
objective to achieve.

Table IV represents the number and kind of definitions of
school diSDipline that were given by the pupils.

A further analysis

of the data shows that 87.4 per cent of the pupils considered discd.pline as that process of enabling the student to distinguish between
the right and the wrong and to adjust one's self' accordingly.

IITo

tell the student what to do and what not to do" was favored by onl.7
7 .4 per cent of the pupils.

Only 4.2 per cent considered •to punish
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and chastise, n as discipline.

It is interesting to note the contrasting thoughts of present
day pupils and those of older schools.

In the older schools, the

pupil felt that 119-ldng the children mind was the teacher's task,

and their privilege to m.ake the task as difficult as possible. The
data of Table rt shows that only 1 per cent considered discipline
as ltmaking the children mind n.

TABLE

rt

DEFINITIONS OF SCHOOL DISCIPLINE AS FORIIDLATED
BI HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS

DEFINITION

NUJIBER

PER CENT

To punish and chastise

4

4.2

To tell the student what to do
and not to do

7

7.4

Maldng children mind

l

1.0

8,3

87.4

Bo answers

0

o.o

TOTAL

95

100.0

To enable the student to distinguish
between the right and the wrong end
to adjust. one's self accordingly

As indicated in a previous table, the pupils were, b:, a

large majority, in tavor of the self-directive typ ot discipline.
Table IVI gives the pupil responses ooncem.ing their pres

t school

discipline program as being in agreement with the meaning ot d11oipline.

P aitive responses were given b:, 85.2 per cent and nega-

tive responses tor only 14.8 per cent of the pupils. The positive
r sponses ~ indicate the effectiveness of each school' a diecipline program.

TABLE XVI
RESPONSES CONCERNING PRF.SmT SCHOOL DISCIPLINE PROGRAM
AS BEING IN .l<mEIIENT WITH THE IIEANING OF DISCIPLINE
AS GIVEN BI STUDffl RESPCIIDPmS

RESPO SE

Pmo

NUKBER

Yea

81

Ho

14

T

85.2

-

14.8

No answer

0

o.o

TOTAL

95

100.0

Attitu.dea are Ter,y often •xoel.l.ent indioatora ot th
ness ot a clisa1pline program. Pl"Ogrems are
part on the basis

ot

T

fte ti..-

r, otten naJ. ted 1n

pl"ffailing attitudes toward

Table MI shows that 87.4 per oent of

•
pupil• oon&id r

discipline as pl'ffcting behavior proble11.a and re8Ult1n t

coop

tiT planning inTolving the inteNst and desires ot p&Nnte,
and pupils.

OJlljr 2.1 per cent considered the dieaipl1n

pro

being hush and traditional..

TABLE MI
ATTITUDES TOWARD SCHOOL DISCIPLI E PROGRAM
AS GIVEN BY STUDENT REsPONDENTS

J.TTITUDE

M'01IBER

p

C

DisoipliDe program is ha.rah and

2

2.1

Present diecipline program reprea ta
the teacher attitude and is tor the
convenience of the teacher groups.

8

8.4

2

2.1

83

?.4

0

o.o

95

100.0

traditional.

P&l'enta are oppoNd to p:re
disciplille programs

t

PreNDt discipline pro
tendsto
preTat behavior probl
and 11
th rearult of coop ratiYe planning
involving the interest and dea:1Ns
ot parents, pupils, and teacller •

lo ann rs
TOTAL

&1
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Table XVIII shows the types of school discipline programs

preferred by the ptJpil respondents.
per c nt preferred a type

or

The largest group ot 77.9

discipline program that gives an

opportunity for. a lt-direction through lea.ming sitmtions that
ma, enable each student to t.hink of the welfare

ot others

to know why as well as what behavior is desirable.

and

Only 17.9

per cent felt that the disoipline program should be a list of
\

rules and regulations.

A discipline program of punishments •a

favored by 4.2 per cent of the pupils.

TABLE XVIII
TYPES OF SCHOOL DISCIPLINE PROGRWS PREFERRED
AS GIVEN BY STUDENT RESPONDENTS

TYPE

NUMBER

PER CENT

17

17.9

4

4.2

74

77.9

No answer

0

o.o

TOTAL

95

100.0

Yake known to all students a list

of rules end regulations and see
that they are enforced and obeyed
Set up a prograa of punishments
auoh as whippings, confinements,
restrictions, suspending and expelling; all depending on the
seriousness of the violation
Give opportunity for self-direction
through learning si tua.tions that
ma7 enable each student to think
of the welfare of others and to
know why as well as what behavior
1 s de sir"1ble
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According to the information received on teacher, pa.rental,
and pupil concepts f'ro11 the six schools, it aeems reasonable to

conclude that (1) there are no major confiicting attitudes or con-

cepts on the part ot those peraons conoemed; and (2) that all
concepts in the Mjori ty are representative of a changed conception

ot sahool discipline and control of school children.

Conclusions

The early historical developments of school discipline ma;y
be characterised by (1) severe methods of discipline and the fre-

quent use ot the rod, (2) d<.miinating influences of the Christian
church, (3) methods ot control essentially external and au~oritari8ll, (4) teacher having absolute authorit1 to be maintained b;y

mean• of p}v'sical force, and ( 5) all controls enrciaed by the
teacher over the pupil being the opposite of self-oontrol or selfdiscipline.
Later developments of school discipline leading into the

2:>th centur:y were characterized by (1) less severi t,' in the methods
of discipline, (2) a changed relationship between teacher.and pupil,

, (.3) methods of control being less authoritarian, (4) methods of discipline becoming self-directive on the part of the pupil, and (5)
discipline being considered a part of the educational process.

The

later characteristics represent the core of this st~ of the changing
conceptions of school discipline and control of school children.
The data of this study were tabulated, analyzed, and the findings werec that (1) friendly, cooperative pupil-teacher relationship,
a somid educational program, and pupil lea.ming bis responeibill ty
for conduct were the moat significant factors contributing to the

suoceaa of classroom diacipllne programs; (2) that control t.hrougb
group responsibiliV, and opportunit:r for aelt-direotion through

leaming situations that mq enable each stud•t to think ot the

welfare of others and to know~ as well as what bebrrlor is
desirable, are the preferred eDIIIJ)lea or types of school discipline;

(3) that respondbilit7 for one• a own discipline prograa, the con-

duct and attitude ot children at hoae as a reault of the effects
of school discipline, and teaober1 s concepts and atti tuclea toward
school diacipline, are the prevaill.ng inf'luences that ha.Te affected

teacher, parent, and pupil attitudes toward discipline; and {4) tbat
there is a definite agreeaent in the discipline ooncepta of parents,

teacher• 8lld pupils.
Reoonmendat.iona

In consideration ot the importance of discipline 1n the schools,
and having, in the course of this stu:Jy-, beoome aware ot the vast

aaount ot information included in its scope, the writer herewith makes
the following recommendations:

{l) That ad1dnistrators and teachers bec0111e familiar with
the changes that have taken place in recent ,-ears 1n
the concepts of the functions and nature of school
discipline.

(2) That plans or methods be formulated whereb7 there~
be a uni.tied oonoeption as to the role of responsibill ty
to be shared by all inst.i tutions of the community on some
phase of discipline.
(3) That eaah school set up a definite program designed for
the study of discipline problems that may occur in other
schools and thereby set up measures ot a preventive

nature.
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(4) That plans or methods be formulated 1n each school
to make tor absolute certainty that no extemal
conditions, such as teaching methods or improper
teachel'-pupil relationship, be at taul t in the
aald.ag- of discipline problems.

(5) That all schools set up adequate opportmiities tor
leadership and tollowsbip as natural or acquired
abi.11 ties tor all teacher and p'llpil personnel; w1 th
a full realisation of their value as important
lessons to be learned.
( 6) Tba t future studies be 118.de w1 thin the communities _
by the schools to determine the prevailing conceptions
of school discipline.

(7) That all schools set up adequate programs for aak:ing
known and understandable to the public, those factors
of the achool I s disaipline program that would develop
a COJ111on understanding and appreciation by all con-

oemed.
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A.

statement that was sent with questionnaires.

B.

Questionnaires that were sent to teachers.

c.

Questionnaires that were sent to Principals.

D.

Questionnaires that were sent to parents.

E.

Questionnaires that were sent to pupils.

F.

List of Schools supplying inf o:mation tor
this study.

Prairie Vlei
~ . College
Prairie Vie, Texas

STATK EN 'E CONCE

ING- PUH.POSE 01'' QUESTIONN IrlE:

The intorrnation being sought f'rom you and your school
system shall be or considerable value towards our en11g':n,enment on a thesis problem, "Changing Conceptions
or School Discipllne and Control or Sebo 1 Children in
the Public Sen ols or Limestone County".
Please be assured that all inrormation is conridential
and shall carry no identitication as to the sc hool or
Person having submitted the same.

APPmDIX B
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Graies Taught:
A-;Jprox ima te Age Groups:
1.

hat is the status of the dis ci~line of your

hoilleroo □

?

(Check one of the follo ing list).
( ) A ~roblem of minor mture.
(
2.

) A major problem.

If there are no dis cipl ine protlems of a severe nature,
a school or a classroom is gene ral ly referred to as being
11 ·1 ell-disci?lined 11 • If your classroom 1nay be so classified,
?lease indicate the numerical rank of im?ortance, one through
nine, of the fo llowing list as having contr1tut6d to the
success of your dis ci pline program :
(

Excellent classroom maragement .

(

A sound educational program .

( ) : tern co n9liance with the traditional practices of estab1 ishing fear a mo ng students.
(

) ;,11 practices jirected toward self-discipline; partly
i mp ose~ and partly self-determined.

( ) A_equate stu dy of individua l differences and environmental influences.
( ) Corporal punisb rr. ent.
) ?upil learn the res ;,onsitility for conduct b y being
treated as honest, sincere indivi:iuals ·mo will cooperate
if given a c hance.
) :r ienjly, cooperative pupil-teacher relationship.
( ) ."upil interests and ent hu siasms are recognized .
3•

hat is your attitude to':1ards school discipline ?
{Check one of tbe following 11st).
~cbool discipline ,rograms are too laxe a .
(
1

(

Th e approach to disci )line control shoul::'.l. be flexible
inordEr to 'te in agreement rr 1th tbe modern school program .
)

'? 01001

disciplin0. progra,11 s are too rigid .

) )rder, peace and quietn6ss shoul & prevail as objectives
of disc i _)1 ine .

4.

-: hat has been the most influent ia 1 on the formula t 1 on of
your opinion or attitude towards the school discipline
program ?
(Check one of the following list).
) Traditional dis cipl ine programs.
( ) Segal authority to set up one's own discipline program.
(

-.esponsibility for one's own discipline program.
) Attitude of administration to ard discipline program.

( ) One's emotional make-up.
Parental attitudes,

5.

In your school system what do you believe discipline to be
mostly concerned with?
( Check one of the following 11st J •
) .gethods of preventing behavior problems.

6.

(

)

(

) Lethods of prevention and remedy.

ethoe.s of remedy for behavior problems.

According to your opinion, what is school discipline?
(Chsck one of the following list).
( ) ~·aking children mind .
( ) To punish and chastise.
( ) To train and. educate.
( !rite in others if so desired).
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APPENDIX D
PAR11: JT I s QU:SST ION

T

Lt.:

ON
SC i-:I'.)'JL DI SC I2LINE

I .

qow many children do you have attending puclic school'
rumber:

2.

(

) Boys .

(

) Girls .

7hat is your opinion of the present school discipline program?.
(~heck one of the following list) .
(

)

0

chool discipline prog ram too lenient.

) ~c aool disci~line prog ram too ri; id.
) r.:cho:)l discipline pro.g ram flE:xible to meet t l1 e nee.is and
interests of all groups.
3,

/ hat has been res;>onsible or t he cause of your attitude or
09inion towar i s the school's discipline program?
( ~heck one of the following 1 ist) •
( ) The conduct of school chillren in an1 about the school.
( ) The conduct and attituQe of children at home as a result
of the effects of sc~ool 11scipline .
( J The 18.rge numt...0 ·..~ o ·f

41

?r~blem. Ch i.l::lren 11 • op juvenile d9l in-

quency cases .
( ) Teacher attituies to Nard r iscipline .
( ) The effectiveness of the tra d itional or early typa of
sc ~ool j isci?line .

4,

Ac co:.&.ding to ,. our opinion, what is Bchool 1. isc ipl ine?
( Check one: of the following l 1st) .
(

!::aki ng the children mind.

( ) To punish and c hastise .
( ) To train and educate.

APP»IDII E

Claseifica t ion:
1 . In you r opinion Hhat is school disci::>line ?
(Check one of the following list).
(

) To punish and c has tise.

(

) To tell the student what to d o and not to do .

( ) t~a k i ng chil dren mind .
(

) To enable the student to d isti nguish bet een the righ t
and the wrong an:1 to adjust one' s self accord.ingly .

2. "Jo you consider the present discipline prograc.1 of your scl1ool

as being in agreement with what disci ;;:>l ine r Eally means ?
(

) Yes.

(

)

No.

3. 1hat is t he reason for your 09inion or attitu 1~ towara e the
discipline prograB of your school ?
(Check one of the following l ist ) .
(

) • isci pline program is harsh and traditional.

(

) Present discipline program represents the teacher attitude
and is for the convenience of t he teacher group .

'

) Parents are o -;:no sed. to present c!.is c i~l inc. pr::>gram.
) Present disci;>llne program tends to prevent tehavior
protle:11s an::l. is t he re;sult of coo:;:>erative ;>lanning invol v ing the interest an:::. ::1.esirf-s of .;>-rents, f)U~ils, an:i
teache '." S.

4 . If you would be called on to take charge of the disci.;)line
Jrogram of your school, what t ype of ;;:>rogram woulj you favor?
(C hec k one of tbe follo -J ing list ) .
(

)

ake kno·r1n to all stu :1.ent d a list of rules and re --u lations
a na. see t t-ia t t ::.ey arE enforced and obeyed .
~

( ) Set u _:, a pro:: ram of punisbments sucb as whi.;>,:Jings, confinements, restrictions, s u spending an.:1 ex,.::>elling; all depen :'.ing on t :1e eeriou s ness of the violation .
( ) ~ ive o~)ortunit y for self- direction through learning situations that may enable ea c b stuient to t h ink of tbe welfare of oti1ers an1 to ,c now wby as 11ell as what behavior
is desirable .

APPENDIX F

SC

OL

LOCATION

Coolidge Junior Hi gh School

Coolidge, Texa s

Dunbar High School

:l.exia, rexa s

East Side Elementary School

.a! exia, Texas

Echols Junior High School

Coolidge, Texas (Rural)

Kate Long Elementary School
Joodland High School

exia, Texas

(Rural)

Mexia, Texas

( .r<.ural)

